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Foreword

It is no an accepted fact that in he 1980s most institutions, ev.ept perhaps
the %en elite, cannot remain passe e in their efforts to attract no% students
and still maintain their enrollments. This is especially true of the small. Ian al
institutions that lack risibility and a comment population hum %%hid] to
dra%% their students. Hos%etei, to mans in academe. the concept of
"marketing- has the negati% e connotations of hucksterism, flash% ads er-
tising and publicity, and insensitivit% to the academic process.

While this may be true in some cases, it is far from the objecti% e of a
sound marketing plan. For a marketing program to succeed, an institution
must not only be able to attract enough nes% students to maintain its
ens ollment but to attract the type of students s%ho %%ill complete their cow se
of studs. In the long run, the success of a marketing plan depends on an
institution's ability to develop a sound academic program that meets the
educational needs of its students and its ability to honestly portray this
program in its marketing plan.

To do this. mans steps need to take place before a successful mai ketmg,
pi °gram can be launched. In this Research Report, Stanley M. Gi abos% ski,'
professor of education and chair man of the Department of Community
College and Continuing Education at Boston Unix et sit% re% revs the process
and in oh einem that is needed to do clop a successful marketing program
that is fair to both students and the academic integrity of the institution.
Essential to Dr. Graboss ski's anal sis is the point that, foi an institution to
do clop a successful marketing program, it must has c something to mai kct
This means that before a mai ketmg program can be instituted, thei %. must
be an anal sis of %% hat the institution has to olio and a realistic appraisal of
%%hat type of students the institution can attract and that ts pc of competi-
tion it is facing The purpose of this Research Report is to pr us ide a ret ies% of
these and other elements of a marketing program so that an institution ma%
otho hat e a good foundation to establish a mar kcting prop an of be better
able to anal re its cur rent mai keting activities.

Jonathan D. Fife
Director
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
The George Washington University



Overview

The transition in higher education, begun during the student protests in the
1960, has been accelerated by the tv. iri specters of decreasing numbers of
traditional college-age students and the increasing cost of operations
caused by inflation. Higher education has gone from a seller's market to a
buy er's market. Nearly et ery college and urns ersity has turned to marketing
as a means of survival.

Many institutions are either marketing in a haphazard fashion or are
equating it with adt ertising and publicity. Marketing is an all-embracing
process that includes all elements of an institution. Its ultimate purposeis to
attract, matriculate, and graduate students.

A comprehensit e marketing plan is required for effective results. Such a
plan should be prepared with the blessing of the president and with the
cooperation of the entire college communit:,, including the faculty and the
students. Outside consultants may be helpful, but they are not sufficient to
carry the responsibility of an on-going marketing effort. One indik idual at a
high let el of administration, such as a vice president, should be directly
responsible to the president for al: aspects of marketing.

A marketing plan begins with an institution looking at itself to determine
what kind of posture or position it wants to assume in marketing tis-a-t is
other institutions. It must ask itself what it wants to do that other institutions
are not doing or not doing well.

A market position is based on several factors. a mission/goal statement,
the institution's image as perceived by its publics, the kind of students
currently attending the school, and the programs it offers, Among the
questions a marketing position addresses is whether an institution should
expand and broaden its market. These day s it seems imperatit e for institu-
tions to seek students bey and the traditional 17-to-22 age bracket. In addi-
tion, institutions should look to new markets of part-time adult students,
blacks, Hispanics, and transfer students from two-t car institutions. How
et er, these efforts must be undertaken with caution and only after the
present programs have been scrutinized.

Arty marketing effort must be student-oriented, a.sessing and selling
the needs and interests of students. Hoe er, no institution of higher educa-
tion should rely sole! y upon student desires, instead, a school must consider
student preferences in the context of its mission and goals in order to
preserve the integrity of its programs.

Marketing procedures in higher education should be structured accul d-
ing to the way prospects choose colleges. The term "admissions funnel" is
often used to describe the steps prospects folkAt after they hat e decided to
attend college and begin to narrow down the number of institutions they are
considering to the one finally select. There are many academic and
nonacademic factors influencing the final choice of a college. Family,
friends, and former students seem to make the most significant impact upon
this choice.

Colleges and urns ersities spend a considerable amount of money on then
recruitment efforts, often competing with set eral other institutions for the
same prospects. Such competitive efforts are unnecessary squandering of
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needed resources, in tact, the can be counterproductit e. Realisticallt, an
institution would spend its [none% best b% seeking applicants ft om its pri-
mal-% market, that is, applicants LL ho hie most similar to current students
and who are most likelt to enroll

Forecasting enrollments is a tisk% business, but It is necessal tot short-
ter m and long-term planning. The usual method, using demographic factor s
alone to predict cm ollmcnts, must be enhanced b using moi e Lomprehen-
sit e and sophisticated models. One example is the student choice model,
which considers personal characteristics of students, steps the expel wilt_ ed
in the admissions process, and the ate! age scores of the char acteristics of
the other college choices of a student.

Marketing, as a communications proces:, goes bound promotion and
ad% ertising. It is a tt% o-wat street !molt ing she institution and its consti-
tuencies, first in assessing the needs and interests of potential students and
then in promoting the programs Howe % er, an institution must fast yke
care that its internal communications processes are in order before o-
cceding to establish a communications pattern %%nil pi °spec tit c students.

Mere ar e numerous techniques an institution ma\ emplo in cumin um,
ating tt rth pr ospects, and each Institution must determine w filch ones gill

be most appr opr tate for its purposes. Traditional promotional and adt LI-Using
techniques seem to work better than gimmick \ ones. In general, quaint is
all-Important in promotional material.

Parents ha% e a signif 'cant influence on the choice of a college. Contacts,
such as Curl ent students, alumni, college staff, high school counselors and
teachers, as LL ell as parents, are not equallt effectit e in their recruitment
efforts

The Lost of attending college is so important that it must be determined
in conjunction with demand and institution costs. ThCr ear e set eral tuition
pricing models mailable for consideration. Financial aid information and
the %%at financial aid is packaged need to be tested before promotional
materials are published.

Student retention is a % nal part of mar keting, and an Institution needs to
research the reasons its students tt ithdi att. Sometimes it is the fault of the
institution, either because the en% ironment is not conducit e of because
students receit c an Inaccurate plc t urc of the school through inisinfoi ma-
tron or false advertising.

A market audit or et aluation trill help an ms,dution re% lett its policies,
practices, and procedures In marketing. The ethical standards used in the
marketing process merit serious cons;derat ion

EA erg instit unufr, but pat tic it small, pm ate colleges, can pi ofit ft om
marketing

8
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The Need for Sytematic Marketing

Higher education has been in ti ansition for sex ci al x rats, and this ti ansition
sill continue at an ac c der sited rate tht ough the 1980s. The expansion that
began after \Nor Id War II continued into the ear Is 1970s, then enrollments
began to ilex line. Sex er al hundi ed small colleges all cads has e gone out of
existence, and mans more are on the x ei ge of doing so. Indeed, as the result
of a declining birth rate, the number of ft aditional college-age students,
bets% een 17 and 22, is steadils declining, with the greatest slump slated for
the mid-1980s

Critical as the !educed numbers of potential students max be, there are'
numerous other factt,rs that max contribute to a decline in college enr oll-
ments. Yout Ls are questioning the usefulness of college d.grees in light of
then sojetal salues, the myth that more education n anslates into [roter
pas mg jobs has been shattered, and xoung people are searching for lucia-
tttepositionsthatrequi retechnicalskillsratho tharieducanon.Proprietats
schools are luring students ssith the promise of high -pat mg robs. Some
oung people are postponing college in fax or of xsork tray el. And student

financial aid is decreasing x, hile tuition costs are increasing
Other factors contnbuting to c flanges in higher education include equalit

of ()ppm t unit , open-door admissions, t he conc. :pt of lifelong leaf ning, mu, e
leisure time, continuing education foi the pi ufessions, and nontraditional
approaches.

The combination of a bus er's market resulting from decline in the
oss t h of enrollments, a change in the relationship bet ss een higher educa-

tion and the public, and Intel nal fur cc's ss ithin institutions such as changing
patterns of institutional gosernance, is forcing institutions to reexamine
then missions, goals, and policies. Their success ss ill hinge upon their abilttt
to recognize and assess nett trends and to consider them as opportunities
instead of threats (Lahti 1977-78).

Some institutions made mistakes dui mg t his per iod of adjustment. The
failed to ecognize there ss as a problem of declining enrollments, the
'gnu' ed the problem, the attempted too little too late. and Iactilts and stall
did not assume indis idual responsibilits (Tatham 1978).

As a result of ss hat has happened and ss hat is miss happcmng, most
institutions of highei education are turning to mar keting as a means of
sun 'sal. Hos% es et, mans institutions arc going about mar keting in a hap-
hazard say (Linen 1980). The results are poor because there is a la. k of
appreciation and understanding of t he complexits and compr ehensix eness
of marketing and its place in a total institutional program. Mat ketmg is not
mock a series of discrete and isolated acts mes, it is an int egr arts e oper a-
tion (Krachenberg 1972).

A sun ex of 350 prix ate colleges and unixe-sitie> shored that almost 90
percent of the respondents equated mar keting ss h promotion (Murphy
and McGarrits 1978, p. 253). Yet marketing is far more then pr °motion. It is
defined in carious sass, especiallx as it is reiated to higher education. a
frame of mind that raises questions (Linen 1980), an understanding of
people's ss njtt_s and problems (Fram 1974-75), a process of r easoning (Keim
1978), a methodologx, "a series of exchange relationships" (lhlanfeldt 1980,
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p. 13), a matching process of identified needs to an institution's goals and
capacit (Engledow and Anderson 1978), "a managed, controlled, planned,
ongoing actr%it, designed to implement the purposes of the organization"
(Tri%ett 1978, p. 2), and a perspectne that permeates in et-% aspect of the
institution (Leach 1978). A technical definition of marketing accepted gen-
erall in higher education is the one given by Kotler (1975):

Marketing is the ana4sis, planning, implementation, a nd control of iiare
full) formulated programs designed to brikig about volun furl exchanges
of values tt ith target markets for the purpose of achiet ing organizational
objectives. It relies heat.14 on designing the organizatio"... f fermg in terms
of the target markets' needs and desires, and on using effective pricing,
communication, and distribution to inform, motivate, and serve
markets (p. 5).

Colleges and unit ersitres that take marketing seriously must be prepay ed
for the far-reaching implications of such a dec!sion. Ethical marketing
demands a total institutional commitment, and effecti% c marketing requir es
an integration and coordination of all the activities.

Marketing is not east and does not N i el d quick solutions. It ma be
difficult because it cannot be separated from institutional planning, v.. hich
mat lead to dramatic changes in the institutional structure and programs
(Ihlanfeldt 1980, Krachenberg 1972, Caren and Kemerer 1979). In a word,
marketing invites change (Keim 1978).

The starting point foi marketing must come %kith the full cooperation of
the president and board of trustees because marketing requires a rethinking
of the institutional mission (Caren and Kemerer 1979). Ma hew (1976)
concluded, un the basis of a studs of more than 100 institutions, that real
change on campus w ill occur unl if central administr anon is in% oh ed in the
process, specificalf% the president Whether the realize it of not college
presidents are both image makers and image leaders for then institutions
(Ihlanfeldt 1980). The p1 esident must understand and suppoi t the pr Inc :pies
of marketing (Barton and Treadwell 1978). He ur she must be ink 01% ed, at a
minimum, as the or chestratui ur stnchrunizer of all marketing elements
(Flarn 1979), there b% gating the impetus fur the facult% to de% clop mission
and goal statements for the institution (Max he 1976). Unless the president
is trul% marketing oriented, it is unlikel% that other officers and staff
members can make an significant impact un marketing (Frain 1979).

If the president dues not take full, direct responsibilit for marketing, a
senior administrator at the pi-0%0st or %ice president let el should The
person who is designated "director of marketing" must be in charge of
marketing research, the institutional image, and enrollment forecasting,
coordinate marketing-related actnities, prepare the marketing plan, and
be a source of information. He ur she also must u%ersee others w ho are
directl responsible for admissions, student retention, counseling, facult%
duties, alumni relations, placement, institutional research, and dc% elopment
(Fram 1979).
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stematiL mar keting in higher education must be seen as one of se% era!
coordinated and integrated functions (Al!,:n 1978). Kotler (1976) cautions
that "there is nothing worst: than Lontradk tory messages and signals com-
ing from a gi% en college. The % arious Lomponents of the marketing effort
must present a harmonious picture of the marketplace" (p. 62). Unfor-
tunately. studies show that only two out 11 institutions use an integrated
and coordinated approach to marketing. In other institutions a single-
dimension orientation such as admissions or public relations is employ ed in
place of a total marketing orientation (Fram 1975, p. 224).

Too often, faLultY. staff, and administrators belie% e the purpose of an
institution rs to sere then n needs r athei than those of students (Allen
1978) racult% member s need to be stimulated to realize they are like a
Lott age industi y seemingly self sufficient and autonomous but %,. much
dependent upon the w hole institution and external market r ealities" (Johnson
1978. p 4). After all, f aLulo, exercise a critical rule in marketing through the
Lunt r ol of L tin ILL:1nm and programs as wdl as through their influerke on
policies (Linen 1981). In addition, faculty members can her% e as sales-
pci sons to students by pro% iding guidance, empath% foi students' pr oblems,
and realistic information on using their education aim graduation. Such
faculty beha% lot can help new students as well as retain current students
(Frain 1973).

Some institutions may find it ad%isable to hue outside Lonsultants or
LommeiLial agencies to assist in mar keting rf specific expertise is out found
%%ithin the .nstitution. How e% er, outsiders should be used with caution and
should be .,uper%ised Llosel% 1)% the institution (Linen 19801 because the
efforts of outside; ma% be fragmented. and the% ma% be unable to rally
campus-wide involvement (Caren and Kemcrer 1979).

Marketing in Higher Education 5



Market Plan

A rational approac h to mat keting in highel education is to dex clop a plan
"careful planning rat hct than a crisis should be the season for Initiating a/marketing plan (Gaither 1979, p.60). A marketing plan includes but h shot t
range and lung-range sit ategies, changing social and economic conditions
as \cell as the changing attitudes ul students, par tints, and counselor s influ-
ence both strategies (I\ ens 1979).

A compt ehensix e mat keting plan Includes mat ket reseal ch. positioning,
strateg \ formulation, I et_ i uitment, 4dmissions, communications, curl icu--
!tn ex aivation, retention, and ex aluation (Gaulle' 1979). In a national studs,
Blackburn (1979, p. 179) found that the fix e marketing tec! 'iques gix en a
high rating fit ef I et_ ti \ 'mess bx must lespondents xc ere. of I eri,:g cliff el entia-
non, positioning, segmentation. progi am de\ elopment, and mai-Lung
information sx mem:, Table I sho\cs thc\ percentage of lex el of use and the
rank of perceix ed el let. tix eness fit each of 16 marketing techniques

Table 1: Level of Use and Perceived Effectiveness for Marketing Techniques

1.ei hnique

Offei mg
dif I erentiation

Market concept

Percentage
of Level of Use

77.1

77 I

Rank of Perceived
El 1 e-trveness

1

11

Publienx 74 / 13

Segmentation 65 7 4

Positioning 64.8 2

P: ()gram
de \ elopment

62 I 6

Ad \ ernsmg 60,8 10

Marketing
information s% stems

60 3 5

Market plan 45.7 3

Current demand
analcsis

41.0 8

Demand t orec listing 31.8 9

Free market
expertise

31 4 14

Pr icing 29.4 12

Adx ertising
research; post t est ing

21.7 15

Paid marketing
consultant

16.8 7

Ad'. ertising
research/pretesting

6.3 16

(Adapted from Blackburn 1979, pp. 172.74)
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Positioning
During the past fife years, numerous conferences, workshops, institute;,
books, and journal articles dealing with marketing techniques such as direct
mail and determining potential enrollment numbers hay e often disregarded
oYerall institutional planning. Good marketing begins with determining a
market position, that is, differentiating what an institution offers in relation
to other institutions (Knaus 1979; Leister 1975).

The relatiy e market share position of different institutions with regard to
programs may be determined by using a positioning matrix math: up of
eight definitional segments and two market share measures. an index of
market share of mobile students (those liy ing in a drawing area but attend-
ing a college outside that area) and the adjusted market share of the local
market. The eight segments and their descriptions as used by Church and
Gillingham (n.d.) are:

It I eague--enjoys an excellent academic reputation for its programs
and applies high entry standards. Thus, it draws xy idely , and only a small
percentage of its local students are granted admission.
Sec and Bestmuch like an lx y League unit ersity, how ex er, it imposes
slightly lower admission standards and thus usually attracts a greater
number of students.
Widely Accessible But Good Reputationhas been able to build an abut c-

er age reputation for itself and thus is able to draw widely despite the fact
that its admission standards are relatively low.
ism:rig Local Bul has an excellent local reputation, enabling it to take

relaux ely large share of its home market, how ex el , it has not been able
to attract a large percentage of its students frog.V outside its home
market.
Well Respected Local Boymuch like the Aspiring Local BoY exc ept it is
prat tically unknow n to students outside its home draw mg area.
Mixed-Up Boyit appears to show few strengths but may hate sonic
potential to improve its position.
Problem Local Boyhas practically no reputation outside its home
market, it may be try ing to build a strong reputation through relatively
high admission standards, which accounts for its fairly low share of the
local market, or, as is more likely, its standards are relatn ely low and its
local reputation is relatively poor.
Last Resort- -has a very poor reputation and probably has x ery low
entrance standards, it is unable to draw students to its program from
outside its home market, and ex en those prospectix e students in its local
market would prefer to go t Isew her e. The institution is totally dependent
on students who cannc, afford to go away from home. (pp. 6-7).

Apply mg this approach to 15 Ontario unit ersities' arts programs, Church
and Gillingham (n.d., pp. 7-8; reached the following conclusions:

I Product mai ket positions differ significantly among unix ersities,

1,44arkeling in Higher Educa:ion 7



Which likely is a reflection of differences in reputation and standards.
2. These differences are consistent across programs, possibly indicating
that a uni% ersity's oerall reputation may extend to individual programs.
3. "There are significant differences in the average adapted market
share of local students" (p. 7), possibly due to the fact that several
institutions offer the same program.
4. An individual program's percentage of enrollees reflects the percen-
tage of all the mobile students enrolled.

To arri% e at a market position an institution must define its mission,
philosophy, and goals. It must identify its strengths to use in providing
programs for students, and it must identify its k eaknesses in order to attract
students consistent with the quality of its offerings (Mudie 1978).

This kind of market positioning requires institutional planning, including
market research (Krachenberg 1972). Conjectures, guestimates, traditions,
whims, and %ague notions regarding resource allocations, facult% deplo%-
ment, quality of courses, and potential markets simply %%ill not do. Adminis-
trators, staff, and faculty must compile realistic, solid, objec ti% e, and specific
data. Thompson (1978) has put it very strongly:

They can no longer afford to define insututtonalquality solely in terms of
academic prestige. They can no longer of lord to ignore public concerns
about what is taught, how much is learned, and who is enrolled. Instead,
resource allocation must take account ul its el lect on insmutiunal
revenue ant qualuy must be redebned in terms of the benefits and costs
as perceived by ccnsumers of edcational services (p. 4).

Positioning answers questio regar ' rig the role arid function of an
institution. For example, it asks:

What position does the institution hold in the mind of the public and of
prospective students?

What position does the institution want to hold and be known by?
Which competing institutions hold a similar position and therefore

need to "outgunned"?
Does the institution hate the ability to occupy and hold the chosen

position?
Does the institution hate the courage to try to achie% e this position)
Does the institution have the resources to try it?
Hok does the location of the institution relate to student markets?
Are facilities adequate for the position the institution wishes to

achieve?
Is the faculty capable and willing to meet the demands inherent in the

chosen institutional position? (Corbitt 1979; Ihlanfeldt 1980).

Mission and Goals
College bulletins and catalogs often carry %ague or outdated statements
about their mission and goals. Often they speak in idealistic terms that defy
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any translation into programmatic thrusts. Many are so nearly identical that
they become useless.' The mission/goal statement of an institution should
distinguish one institution from another. It should describe a distinctive
position that is the result of four steps: (1) determining the institution's
image both within and outside the institution, (2) determining optionsfor
developing its position, (3) selecting the c ption that is most likely to bring
desired long-term results, and (4) select the option that will create the
market position the institution wants (Kotler 1976, p. 58).

Whoever drafts the mission/goal statement must have information such
as the number of students enrolled in each program, the ratio of faculty to
students, the geographic representraion of students, the cost per credit hour
for the various programs and departments, demographic projections, appli-

cation rates and their ratio to enrollment, and other pertinent data (Caren
and Kemerer 1979).

Part of the mission/goal statement process is to decide where to deploy
institutional resources, to recommend changes, and to establish a timetable
for assessing the implementation of these changes (Caren and Kemerer
1979). A mission/goal statement is a commit' lent to a concrete, specific plan
with clearly stated priorities. If the mission/goal plan is to work, it must have
the backing of the entire campus community. And to acquire this support,
the plan must be shared with everyone before it is adopted (Caren and
Kemerer 1979). The importance of a mission/goal statement becomes
apparent when one realizes that colleges and universities can change their
markets by changing their goals (Larkin 1979).

These days, college administrators are looking beyond the 17 to 22 year
olds for potential students as part of their long-range planning. The decade
of 1980 may see a 20- to 40-percent drop in high school graduates, the source
of most incoming freshmen in the past (Lucas 1979, p. 11). About one-half of
secondary school graduates age 18 to 24 are attending college, but ap-
proximately 3 to 5 percent of the population at large attends college at a
given time.

Some institutions are still trying to plan by determining how to satisfy the
demands of current students. This strategy will not work, however, because
sound marketing requires both short-term and long-term planning to
include both out-of-school youth and lifelong learners (Fram 1974-75). This

practice is in keeping with modern-day marketing philosophy that focuses
attention and activities on clients more than on products (curricula).

The lifelong learners constitute a large potential market for students and
have hardly been tapped by higher education (Gaither 1979). Women and
part-time students hat e been tapped partially, resulting in an increase in the
median age of students as well as an increase in the percentage of vocational
programs (Tatham 1978). However, the potential of these lifelong learners
has no been realized.

'One suspects that writers of college bulletins rely heat ily upon each other for their
copy. One of my students came across the same paragraph in the bulletins of two
drfmnt schools, and both bulletins contained the same typographical error!
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Other markets for new students include nondegree students, transfer
students, residents of correctional institutions, older adults, foreign stu-
dents, and the academically underprepared. (Losak 1973; Cross 1971;
Roueche and Kirk 1973). American. workers also constitute an enormous
potential student market. A miniscule number of eligible workers currently
avail themselves of tuition aid plans. Not many institutions have made any
serious efforts to penetrate the sizeable worker market (Gaither 1979).

A number of institutions are plunging into nontraditionalprograms for
nontraditional markets with lunch hour programs, evening programs, week-
end colleges, and nonresidential programs. One example of how institutions
are reaching these new adult markets is a joint program conducted by
Indiana University and Purdue University called "Learn & Shop." The pro-
gram is tailored to the needs of homemakers, retirees, and employed adults
and can be completed enth ely by attending courses eondueted in employee
training rooms of department stores at fire shopping centers around In-
dianapolis Courses are scheduled at various hours of the morning, -ifter-
noon, and ev ening sew en days a week and are rotated each semester among
the shopping centers (East and McKelvey 1980).

Institutions jumping into the adult market would do well to answer
sev eral questions before expanding their potential pool of students. Will the
faculty be able to adjust their teaching to meet the needs of the group?" Are
the academic resources of the college well matched to adult students?" Can
a sufficient number of these students afford the program to justify any
needed changes?" (Mudie 1978, p. 21). Some experts caution that only
institutions that already possess some competitive adv antagcaeknow I-
edged quality, low tuition, or cost effective managementLan expect to
expand their share of the market (Zernsky and Associates 1980).

Differentiation/Segmentation
In a buyer's market the temptation is to blur distinctions among programs
and institutions (Brow n 1978). When an institution patterns itself after even
other institution the result is potential attrition problems. Colleges and
universities are passing up great opportunities to speeialire or, at least, to
emphasise their distinctive strengths and advantages. No single institution
can be everything for every body (Mudie 1978) but each will have to be
everything for some people (Johnson 1978).

Differentiated marketing, or market segmentation, calls for identifying
arious markets or submarkets and targeting communication to each one.

Successful marketing identifies distinct markets and the needs and interests
of each segment and uses an appropriate marketing mix to reach each
segment In higher education, student segmentation differentiates potential
applicants according to geography and demographics, as well as life sty le
behavior (Spiro 1918, Engel, Fiorillo, and Cay ley 1972. ) Segmentation is a
means of using resources more efficiently by focusing on the potential
candidates whose interests and characteristics best match the institution.

Segmentation can be undifferentiated when the similarities, not the
differences, among potential students are considered and an appeal is made
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to all students with a complete range of opportunities; concentrated when
the focus is on only one specific segment; and differentiated when two or
more segments are selected and distinct recruiting programs are designed
for each segment (Spiro 1978).

To conduct an adequate student segmentation analysis, two data bases
should be used: primary data bases developed by the institution and secon-
dary data bases developed by independent suurces (Spiro 1978).

Colleges and universities must first determine the characteristics of
potential students as well as those of actual students to make effective use of
segmentation (Bassin 1975). However, it is not sufficient to know the various
market segments; it is also necessary to obtain specific information about
each segment. For example, the kind of information needed would include:
the size of each segment; the needs and interests of persons in each segment;
the products or services the institution can provide; when, where, how, and
for what purposes these persons want the products and services (Krachenberg
1972) and the benefits they expect (Goodnow n.d.).

Image
There is strong evidence that images and perceptions about an institution
influence decisions to enroll in a college (Grunde 1976). Prospective stu-
dents make decisions and take action on the basis of perceptions (Leslie and
Johnson 1974)- -the choice of a college is prompted both by a decision to
spend four years in a pleasant and rewarding environment and by a decision
to seek an education that will lead to a career with economic and social
rewards (Linen 1980; Kotler 1976). Yet many institutions continue to stress
the aspect of image differentiation that emphasizes athletic fame, campus
architecture and accommodations, noted alumni, and the prestige of faculty
rather than the aspect, of differences in programs (Hugstad 1975). Such
Institutions are capitalizing on the erroneous attitude held by prospective
students that there is a correlation between factors such as the record of
athletic teams and academic quality (Leister 1975).

In this regard an institution should measure the attitudes and percep-
tions of students, potential students, faculty, alumni, and the community
regarding its image and compare that image with the image of other com-
peting institutions (Barton and Treadwell 1978). Pacific Lutheran Univer-
sity, for example, compared it, image with that of a dozen neighboring
institutions on the basis of "intellectual versus practical emphasis based on
perceived dissimilarities among institutions." It found it had an image of
high quality and high cost and chow to use this image for its positioning in its
promotion and advertising rather than change the institutional functioning
(Larkin 1979).

Individuals' perceptions about an institution may not be accurate, yet it is
to this image that people respond. This image is "the sum of beliefs, ideas,
and impressions that a person has of an object" (Kotler 1975, p. 131). An
institution needs to know what image it projects, how it is perceived, and
what kind of reputation it has (Coppock n.d.). If an institution contrasts the
image it tries to project with the way it actually is perceived by potential
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students and high school counselors and finds a discrepancy, it ought to
reconcile these images to enhance its position (Caren and Kemerer 1979).

The experiences of Pacific Lutheran University and Carleton College
provide a handy list for image assessment: location of the institution and
proximity to the student's home, size, quality, cost, social envirornent, and
program offerings (Sullivan and Litten 1976; Larkin 1979).

Many of the difficulties institutions of higher education experience are
attributable to their tenacious maintenance of the idea of "what it is, what it
does, and who (what market) it serves" (Krachenberg 1972, p. 374). Institu-
tions suffer from inertia when it comes to changing their image (Leister
1975) but they must be ready to accommodate the market's needs. "It is no
longer possible to say, 'Here we are, like it or not.' It's time to say, 'This is what
we are, if that is what you want we're the best' " (Knaus 1979, p. 11). It is
apparent that colleges and universities need to be involved in institutional
research as well as in market research. Successful marketing depends upon
a solid base of objective research, not on whims, hum :a_s, guesses, fuzzy
estimates, traditions, and politics (Barton and Treadwell 1978).

Institutional research and marketing research are so intimately con-
nected that they are inseparable. Specifically, market research covers all
those elements that directly or indirectly affect attracting students and
graduating them. It includes identification and location of target markets,
definition of an institution's consumers, the extent of demand for programs
and courses by various market segments, seasonal patterns of enrollment,
the effect of competition on both the institution and the student, institu-
tional image, consumer satisfaction, and promotional effectiveness (Allen
1978; Thompson 1978; Mowen 1977).

Data for marketing research can be generated from four sources.

Internal records including enrollments, retention rates, dropouts, finan-
cial aid inquiries, applications, and demographics about students and
alumni.
Secondary sources such as census records, Department of Education
statistics, statewide' studies, and the publications of other colleges and
universities.
Empirical studies the institution conducts on aspects such as the image,
market segments, motivation of applicants and enrollees, student and
alumni satisfaction, and promotional effectiveness.
Management sciehte applications using data obtained in the first three
categories to do forecasting and simulations (Allen 1978, p. 7).

In addition to data needed to formulate a market position, an institution's
market research calls for answers to questions such as:

Why are current students attending this institution?
Why do the students continue at this institution?
What are prospective students looking for?
Why do some admitted students not enroll?
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Why do students withdraw from this institution?
Is the institution ignoring possible new markets? (Johnson 1978, p. 13)

Pre% iously , institutions generally used several traditional, simple ap-
proaches to market research such as demographic profiles, postal zip code
areas, telephone prefix trunklines, and enrollment categorization by curric-
ulum. Limiting market research to these approaches is no longer adequate,
more sophisticated methods and techniques need to be used, particularly in
eating applicants in order to forecast market trends and enrollments (Leis-
ter 1975). Some of the more sophisticated research studies, especially those
dealing with attitudes, include multidimensional scaling and multidimen-
sional unfolding (Green and Rao !972).

_ A wealth of admissions data is mailable to colleges and unit ersities trom
The College Board. The Admissions Testing Program data give the SAT
scores and the institutions designated by an applicant to recci% e the scores.
The Student Dese ripti% c Questionnaire gives the applicant's academic and
socioeconomic history as well as his or her goals. The Student Search.
Ser% iee data pros ide names of applicants having 'iaracteristics specified,by
an institution (Zemsky and Associates 1980). at: American Councir on
Education prepares fact books on demographic data, such as potential stu-
dent populations, tuition costs, and faculty salaries (Ihlanfeldt 1980).

The Higher Education Finance Research Institute, in cooperation with
The College Board, has dev eloped a systems model for enrollment planning
that will enable institutions to compare the extent of academic programs
with regional projections of potential enrollments. The system pro% ides
details about the student market as well as the institution's position within a
regional admissions market. It makes projections for each of the country's
200 regional admissions markets regarding the likely market size and strut.-
tut c for a six-% eat period, together with each institution's share of the
market, and supplies a model institutions can use to test the feasibility and
the financial risks of % arious enrollment plans. (Zemsk% and Associates
1980).

Students' Viewpoint
In an mai ket, but sui el% in a buy ei 's mar ket, colleges and unit el sines must
be student oriented. Hower ei , main institutions ha% e had a pi oblem estab-
lishing and maintaining this foe us (ii am 1971). The focus of mai keting must
be primarily on the goals of the students the 1;stitution set-% es and not
simply on institutional self-interest (Hew 1980).

Mai keting includes assessing the needs and desires of potential clients
with regard to programs, eourses, Set.% ILes, tuition:Lusts, and loeation. Too
often, decisions about these matters are made almost entirely on what
administrators and faculties want rather than what students ma% need
(Allen 1978). In the higher education emiiJnment, a marketing approach
can help the .,J11cgc of institution to foe us on the customers and to make
realistic assessments of %Yr hat they at e and where the at c going because, if
the customers don't buy, the institution will die" (Frain 1971, p. 15).
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However, higher education cannot rely solely upon what customers are
seeking; such a posture would vitiate the intellectual tradition of colleges
and universities. Although obtaining information from potential students
and other constituencies is fundamental to the survival of an institution, it is
not true that "the customer is always right" or that "the customer always
knows what he wants." Institutions must develop programs consistent with
their missions instead of programs designed merely to meet the fleeting
interests of potential students (Ihlanfeldt 1980). That is why colleges and
universities must be product oriented as well as student oriented (Linen
1980). In the current buyer's market, students rather than institutions, are
beginning to dictate, thereby challenging the integrity of programs (Jenkins
1974).

It can be very helpful for institutions to know how students select a
school and what factors are the best predictors of where a student will go.
The process through which a prospect becomes an enrolled student is more
complex than one may suspect at first glance. In some instances, as case
histories indicate, the final decision of a college choice may not be reached
for many months, perhaps at the last possible moment before final enroll-
ment deadlines.

Tly_geo tth-;ii: ic image of a funnel has been used as an analogy for the
process a prospective-student follows in matriculating at an institution. The
admission funnel traces the 18-month planning-decision process the pro-
spective student follows in narrowing a long list of possible college chokes
to one institution. Generally, the student looks at prospective institutions
from the spring of the llth grade through the fall of the 12th grade, sends in
applications from the fall through the winter of 12th grade, and makes a
final choice of a college starting sometime from the spring of 12th grade
(Turner 1978).

Gilmour, Spiro, and Dolich (n.d.) have identified six phases a prospective
student goes through in selecting a college.(1) making the decision to attend
college, (2) developing a list of colleges, (3) deciding where to apply, (4)
completing the applications, (5) receiving acceptance(s), and (6) making the
final college choice (p. 8).

The decision to attend college is a long-term process that probably starts
in elementary school and continues through grade 11. This decision is
closely connected with a choice of a vocation as well as the type of high
school program selected. Many parents make the decision of whether ur not
their children are going to college and then set boundaries regarding cost,
location, quality of the institution, and its programs. In general, students
seem to begin each phase of the selection process ear lier if their parents are
college-educated and if they received high scores on the SAT (Gilmour,
Spiro, and Dolich n.d.).

Developing a college list is generally prompted by taking College Board
examinations in grade 11. The initial "college awareness" set includes local
colleges, those with national reputations; and those that parents, relatives,
friends, and neighbors have attended. The "expanded college awareness
set" evolves as the student actively seeks information about colleges (Kotler
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1976). During the application decision process the student narrows the
choices down to between three and six colleges. Two-thirds of the students
decide where they will apply during the fall of 12th grade. Students whose
parents attended college seem to apply to more institutions and are less
interested in cost factors than students whose parents did not attend college
(Gilmour, Spiro, and Dolich n.d.).

Most students wait until they have heard from all the'institutions in
which they had genuine interest, probably during the winter or spring of
their senior year before making their final choice., Three quarters of the
students receive acceptance to one or two institutions. Most make the final
choice without information on the financial aid they would get. Those
students who are accepted to more than one school choose the school they
think offers highest quality programs for the money (Gilmour, Spiro, and
Dolich n.d.).

In reaching a decision on the college of first choice, a student follows
three types of,logic. The first is the "Dominance Model," where a student
chooses a college that overshadows all the other schools on all standards;
second, is the "Conjunctive Model," where a student chooses a college that
meets the minimum level for each standard; and third, the "Expectanzy-
Value Model," where the student chooses the college that has the highest
weighted score. The last model is compensatory in nature inasmuch as there
is a balancing of strong elements against deficient ones on the standard
(Kotler 1976).

Kotler (1976) identifies four categories of sources students use to obtain
information about colleges. (1) personal sources such as friends, parents,
teachers, and counselors, (2) public sources such as the mass media, printed
guides, and college selection advisory agencies, (3) commercial sources
such as catalogs, direct mail and displays; and (4) experiential sources such
as on-campus visits.

A study at the University of Tennessee at Martin shows that family,
friends, and former students had the greatest influence on the decision to
attend (Gorman 1976). Parents seem to be "one of the most pe: %ash e people
influences on prospective students" (Maguire 1977).

Generally speaking, most high school graduates going to college will
hay e to make a choice of a college only once, and that choice is the result of
two concomitant decisions. one, to select a rewarding environment for four
years, and two, to select an education that will ultimately result in a career
and the rewards accompanying a specific degree (I,itten 1980).

There are academic and nonacademic characteristics or factors that
play an important role in decisions students make to enroll in college.
Academic characteristics include standardized test scores, high school
records, and choice of a major and courses. Nonacademic factors include
geographic location, type and size of high school, economic status of family,
educational background of parents, financial aid, institution's competition,
and national profile of the institution (Mudie 1978).

A Boston College study using discriminant analysis found seven factors
related to choice of a college. financial aid, parents' preference, specific
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academic programs, size of school, location of campus, athletic facilities,
and social activities (Lay and Maguire 1980).

A number of studies have identified varied fa;:tors that contribute to the
student's choice of a college, including (in alphabetical order):

Athletic facilities (Lay and Maguire 1980)
Academic reputation of the institution (Ihlanfeldt 1980; Gorman 1976,

Brown 1978; Mudie 1978)
College faculty (Turner 1978; Gorman 1976)
Economic status of family (Mudie 1978; Ihlanfeldt 1980; Leslie and

Johnson 1974)
Financial aid (Lay and Mnguire 1980; Mudie 1978; Gorman 1976)
Former students (Gorman 1976)
Geographic location (Mudie 1978; Ihlanfeldt 1980; Leslie and Johnson

1974; Lucas 1980; Gorman 1976)
High school teachers and counselors (Gorman 1976; Luciano 1978)
Effectiveness of the institution in getting jobs for its graduates (Brown

1978)
Institution's competition (Mudie 1978)
Interviews (Ihlanfeldt 1975)
Older brothers and sisters who attended college (Ihlanfeldt 1980)
Parents and family preference (Lay and Maguire 1980; Leslie and

Johnson 1974: Ihlanfeldt 1980; Gorman 1976; Maguire 1977)
P tysical plant and facilities (Gorman 1976)
Recruiters (Gorman 19761
Size of school (Lay and Maguire 1980)
Social activities (Lay and Maguire 1980)
Specific academic programs (Lay and Maguire 1980; Brown 1978)
Visits to campus (Gorman 1976; Turner 1978; Campbell 1971: Ihlan-

feldt 1975)

Geographylocation and proximity of a college to one's homeseems
to be a primary factor influencing choice of a college (Lucas 1980; Gorman
1976). As many as seven out of ten enrollees in priv ate institutions live ithin
500 miles of the institution (Ihlanfeldt 1980, p. 51).

Although there is no agreement on what factors ai e the most important
in choosing a college, individual schools can ascertain for themselv es w hich
factors apply particularly to them. An example of research conducted at one
institution with possible implications for other institutions is Goodnow's
(n.d.) survey of students' orientations toward participation conducted at
Millikin University.

A study at Carnegie-Mellon University sought to find the reasons why
prospects who had made inquiries did not apply. They found that distance
from home and cost were the two principal reasons, followed closely by
location, lack of desired programs, and the school's facilities (Baker and
Meganathan 1979, p. 3).

It is apparent that an institution must pay close attention to the control-
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able factors influencing a student's decision to enroll in that institution.
Kotler (1976 suggests that an institution pursue four broad categories for
influencing the choice a student makes. (1) programs to influence the inclu-
sion or- exclusion of specific criteria as factors in choosing a college; (2)

ograms to influence the perceived relative importance of different cri-
teria in choosing a college, (3) programs to influence the beliefs commonly
held about a particular criterion, (4) programs to influence students to
prefer one type of logic to another in arriving at their decision on a college
(pp. 70-71).

Saunders and Lancaster (n.d.) found through cluster analysis that
student-benefit segments could be identified based on student attitudes
towards higher education. They used 12 student attitudes to arrive at the
following four clusters.

1. Familiar-Interest oriented. These students choose courses that appear
inteiesting and stimulating to them by looking at subjects in w hich they
already have an interest. They seek short-term gains without much
thought for long-term implications.
2. Escapists. These students tend to have negative attit-ades and are
going to college to delay making up their minds about a career and to
"get away from home." Thev, too, seek short-term gains rather than
long-term gains.
3. Career oriented. These students are seeking help with their career
interests by taking courses of value 'and interest. College is seen as a
means to that end and therefore, long-term goals predominate.
4. Sec ui ity oriented. These students are seeking future career security
but they are not particularly interested in or stimulated by their courses.
These students also see college as a means to an enda necessary evil.
(pp. 8-:10).

Prospective students, faced with numerous career opportunities, may
pursue one of them at a college if "persuaded" to do so depending upon fiv e
characteristics:

1. "Perceiv ed relative advantage" or "benefit" to be gained from a
course seems a likely key variable.
2. Perceived compatability" of a course with the individual's ideas and
current beliefs is likely to be important.
I "Perceived complexity" refers to the perceived need for new knowl-
edge and activities to be associated with an innovation. A career oppor-
tunity outside the normal "career aid" given by a school could be seen to
have complexity and, therefore, be less likely to be adopted.
4. "Trialability" relates to the possibility of trying an alternative before
commitment. This is not easy with careers, but it is likely that many
students will feel they have "tried" education or particularly some sub-
jects that are taught at degree level. They think they know what higher
education is "about"however wrong they may be.
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S. "Observability" refers to the visibility of an opportunity. The more
- conspicuous an opportuity, the greater is the likelihood that it will be

selected (Saunders and Lancaster n.d., 7.14-5).
v,
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Recruitment

It is not uncommon for some institutions to spend more than $1,000 to enroll
one student (Ihlanfeldt 1980, p. I). The high degree of competition among
institutions for the same pool of qualified students gives rise to counter
advertising and higher costs, not always justified. r e end result of such
"recruiting wars" is a compromise in requirements and of program quality
without solving the basic problems (McAdams 1975; Hoy 1980; Lay and
Maguire 1980). The fe% er pitch of some institutions regarding recruitment,
although understandable from their viewpoint of sur% i% al, does not make
much sense when one considers the total picture. A story repeated often on
the dubiousness of sonic recruitment efforts is reported by Hoy (1980):

At a management institute sponsored by the New England Board of
Higher Education and the New England Regional Office of the College
Board, Michael S. McPherson, Williams College economist, raised some
warning signals about the penchant for marketing in recruitment and
admissions. "When everybody decides to spend more on marketing," he
said, "it's a little bit like everybody showing up two hours early to get a
good seat at the big game. Showing up early doesn't create any more seats.
What happens LS that you wind up with everybody sitting two ex!ra hours
waiting for the game to start in the same seat that they would have had
anyway." McPherson acknowledges that it is entirely legitimate to do a
better lob of inforniing prospective students about the processes of higher
education. But he worries about the expenditure of valuable and scarce
resources by institutions that, in his words, "will uhintately cancel each
other out" (p. 3).

Fighting to w ;n a larger share of the market may seem like an expedient way
for an institution to sur% i% e, but it may not be to the best interest of an
institution to try to win more applicants who ha% e also applied to institutions
somewhat less attracti% e. It may result in an excessi% e!y, high cost!benefit
ratio (Lay and Maguire 1980).

In recruitment, it helps to consider each of the three basic markets in
higher educationthe primary market, the secondary market, and the test
market. The primary market co% ers the applicants who are likely to enroll if
admitted. They ha% e similar profiles to those in the past who indicated the
institution as their first choice. Generally, they li% e within 200 to 500 miles of
the institution. The secondary market includes the candidates w ho probably
will be accepted, but arc more likely to enroll in another school. The test
market represents the candidates who apply at the behest of alumni or
institutional represent au% es, but w ho other ise w %mid not ha% e considered
the institution as a first or second choice (Ihlanfeldt 1975).

Realistically, the best market to pursue in recruiting is the primary
market. Certainly from a cost ,'benefit position, this market will y ield the best
results. There is a diminishing return ratio in the secondary and test
markets, that is, an institution would ha% e to multiply the number of pro-
spects by a large factor when addressing secondary and test markets in
order to obtain an enrollee as compared with the primary market.
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Forecasting Enrollments
A major part of marketing is forecasting enrollments. Although enrollment
forecasts and projections are difficult and tenuous, an institution must hav e
a reasonably accurate estimate of how many students will enroll in order to
accurately plan budgets, faculty, programs, and facilities.

A simplistic enrollment forecasting based on demographic factors alone
is giving way to more sophisticated and comprehensive models.Such models
must consider the effects of any changes of curriculum and services offered
to itudents as well as an estimate of an institution's share in the market as a
function of its competitive characteristics (Fitz-Roy 1976). Dembowski
(1980) has developed a student choice prediction model that has three
principal vectors: personal characteristics of a student, the components a
student experienced in the admissions process, and the average scores of
the characteristics of a student's other college choices (pp, 111-12). The
student choice model is Ei = f (Si, Pi, Ci) + u, when E = the probability.of
student entering an institution; S = a vector (or set) of student characteris-
ticts; P = a vector of at. institution's omissions process components student i
experienced; C = a vector of the average scores of the characteristics of the
other college choices of student i; and u = an error term.

In using this model the following pieces might be included under each of
the components: Splace of re "(knee, gender, SAT scores, SES; Ppar-
ticipation in a campu n ouse and an interview with a faculty member;

/
C average of characteristics for all the other institutions to which the
individual applied for admission; Ustatistical measure such as the maxi-
mum likelihood estimate coefficient and standard error might be used in the
analysis, together with other appropriate statistical measures (Dembowski
1980, pp. 105-109).

The likelihood that a student will enroll at a gil.en college is diminished as
the student applies to an increasing number of institutions. Using the stu-
dent choice model will give an estimated probability of an indit idual enter-
jug an institution and will define the effect of the various characteristics on
the student's college choice decision. Its use can provide more control over
the quality as well as the quantity of entering freshmen (Dembowski 1980).

As the recruitment process proceeds from prospects to candidates to
applicants to enrollees an institution should have a good idea of the number
of individuals in each pool. Every institution needs to know the proportion
for translating the number of prospects into actual enrollees. A general
norm might be one freshman enrollee resulting from ev cry 15 prospects, but
much will depend on whether the prospects are from the primary or secon-
dary market as well as on the prestige of the institution (Ihlanfeldt 1975). An
institution can work backwards to determine hcAv many prospects it needs.
For example, if an institution's goal is 50 freshmen and its past records show
that the average freshman class has been 40, the institution would have to
increase the prospect pool proportionately.

Recruitment Contacts
In their recruitment efforts institutional administrators shoji .1 be aware of
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the effectis encss of le arious contacts and individuals. Current, satisfied
students are effectis e recruiters when they speak with high school seniors
during on-campus isits, and prospective students prefer them as a source
lot qualitatis c information about an institution, such as its teaching reputa-
tion or the ability of its faculty (Litten 1980).

Alumni, if they are trained, can be a great recruitment aid across the
country when ss (irking with parents and high school personnel, but they are
not as effect's e when dealing directly with prospect`s (Ihlanfeldt 1975), The
strength of alumni is in their close proximity to prospects and in their pride
in their alma mater.

College staff, such as admissions personnel, and outside recruiters often
du a pour job in recruitment because they are not knowledgeable about the
programs and services of the institution (Fischer 1978). The role of high
school counselors has changed in recent y ears and consequently they has e
become less influential in student& choices of a college. Counselors serve as
resources to students who request college brochures and catalogs; they
rarely suggest specific colleges for students' consideration (Mudie 1978,
Ihlanfeldt 1975). Mudie (1978) suggests four strategies that may help in
using high school counselors in recruitment. (1) carefully select the high
school to be I 'sited, (2) sponsor a luncheon for counselors from the schools
from ss hich the college is seeking candidates, (3) invite counselors to isit the
campus for a low -key information program, and (4) send brief, well-written
newsletters to counselors. High school teachers, if contacted by a faculty
member in their academic area, are generally more effectis e as recruiters
than are high school counselors.

Parents are college "recruiters" in the sense that they has e an influence
upon their children's choice of a school. It is critical to provide the appro-
priate information to parents. The principal areas of concern among parents
es aluatnig colleges for their children were ranked in the following order:
financial, field: of study offered, teaching reputation or ability of faculty,
academic standards,'general quality, careers to which college might lead,
general academic reputation, and social atmosphere (Linen 1980, p. 4).

Generally, one or two media were favored for seeking information on
each tripe of concern. The preferred medium for financial information was
the cullcge admissions office, followed by college publications, for fields of
studs offered, It was college publications followed by college admissions
officers, for teaching reputation or ability of faculty, it was college alumni
followed by current students, academic standards/general quality was
sought through the college faculty follow ed by high school counselors; for
careers to which college might lead, it was college alumni followed by
college admissions officers, for general academic reputation, it was high
school counselors followed by college alumni and commercial guidebooks,
and for social atmosphere, it was us ens helmingly current students follow ed
by college alumni (Litten 1980, p. 4)

There arc some linkages between the kind of information sought and the
riii.dium used to obtain it. Impersonal information media, such as college
publications, are generally preferred for factual, imper,,unal information
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including fields of study offered. College admissions officers are preferred
for factual personal information such as financial informatior, or career
information. Sources other than the college, such as high school counselors,
are preferred for general qualitative information such as academic reputa-
tion. For qualitative information such as teaching reputation or ability of
faculty, current students and alumni are preferred. Official college promo-
tional resources,. such as admissions officers and publications, are consid-
ered a less effective source of information about the quality or reputation of
a college (Litten 1980).

Retention -;
All institutions are vitally concerned with recruitment, but not all are as
serious in their efforts to retain existing students. There is an expected
attrition in higher education; not everyone who enrolls in college will gradu-
ate from the same institution. The average national dropout rate is around
25 percent of entering freshmen (Maguire 1977, p. 19). Still, retention is a
critical aspect of marketing-because satisfied students who return consti-
tute the major portion of college enrollments (Larkin 1979).

If it is true that "delivery is the key to college impact on the student return
rate" (Larkin 1979, p. 22), then knowing where an institution has failed in the
delivery may help in the efforts to increase retention rates. A small percent-
age of students leave through academic dismissal, but most leave voluntar-
ily. They withdraw because they are dissatisfied with some aspect of the
institution or because they feel there was a violation of "truth in advertis-
ing." Among the reasons students leave are finances, change in major,
career shifts, family relocation, desire for geographic diversity, and poor
grades.

About one fourth of withdrawing students are dissatisfied for the wrong
reasons, for example, "administrative roadblocks." Others should not have
come to the institution in the first place either because they lacked motiva-
tion or because they and the institution were not suitable for each other
(Maguire 1977, p. 20). Student retention depends, to some extent, upon
accurate information disseminated by the institution about itself and its
programs and services. In addition the kind of counseling and advice that
directs new students into programs and courses geared to their capabilities
and interests also affects retention (Fischer 1978).

If an institution has a high attrition rate it should try to improve its
program quality and to offer students better services (Ihlanfeldt 1975).
Sun ey s and exit interviews might yield important information for rev cry one
at the institution from recruiters up the line through the administration.
Monitoring withdrawals is imperative for effective recruitment.

/
1
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Communications

Too often institutions think only of promotion and advertising when they
approach marketing and forget that these two elements fit into a broader
dimension of communication. Marketing is a communications process
because it involves interaction among people (Pram 1974). Many errone-
ously view marketing as a narrow, one-way process from aft institution to
the customer. However, the best marketing approach provides two-way
communications between the institution and various constituencies. Magill
(1974) could have been addressing the broader issue of marketing when he
said that "admissions is the eyes and ears of the college and a voice to the
world outside" (p. 16).

Market analysis or needs assessment requires an institution to seek out
and listen to its constituencies. In fact, effective marketing begins with
internal communications starting at the top of the administration. Without
such internal communications it will be impossible for the institution to
carry out an organized and effective external communications effort (Ivens
1979). Internal communications is an absolute requisite if an institution will
take seriously the admonition made earlier regarding positioning. A coopera-
tive effort is needed to determine a market position, and such an effort
depends upon internal communications.

Once an institution has created an efficient internal communications
process, it is ready to engage in external communications. External com-
munications takes place, broadly speaking, through personal and non-
personal approaches. Personal communication, seen more as a function of
selling, includes direct contacts with prospective students by' faculty and
staff visits to secondary schools and by talking to prospects at college fairs.
Nonpersonal communication, more in the mode of advertising, is carried
out through catalogs, brochures, flyers, advertisements, and direct mail
letters (Krachberg 1972). Institutions rarely distinguished their external
communications bete een disseminating information and persuasion (Hugstad
1975).

Understandably, most communications efforts revolve around admis-
sions, where the ultimate goal is to enroll and maintain students. Initially,
admissions communications concern attitudes held by prospects that will
lead to certain behav ior. Mancuso (1975) has adapted the "advertising stair-
case" model to college marketing. In this process, the student's interest in a
college progresses through six steps, the first three affecting only attitude,
and the second three affecting behavior. Progressively fewer students: (1)
are aware of the college, (2) are interested in the college, (3) are familiar with
the college, (4) attend limited offerings of the college, (5) attend the college,
and (6) recommend the college to others.

These steps can be fleshed out with the following objectives, each of
which should have at least one form of communication to the prospects.

1. Establish awareness of the existence of the college.
2. Create inquisitiveness about the nature ofthe college.
3. Build interest to a peak.
4. Stimulate the prospect to act.
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5. Obtain prospect's commitment.
6. Sustain that commitment.
7. Provide precollege orientation ("Gui !defines to Creating an Admis-
sions Communications Program" 1972, p. 12).

Fitting these objectives or stages . the time frame of the admissions
funnel Can serve as a guide for a promotional admissions schedule: (1)
developing prospects from the spring of 1 1 th grade through fall of 12th
grade, (2) developing applicants from the fall of 12th grade through the
winter of 12th grade, and (3) developing matriculants from the spring of
12th grade to the fall of freshman year and enrollment in the college (Turner
1978).

In converting prospects into applicants the communication tactics gen-
erally stress strengthening ties between the prospect and the school. Some
of the activities include letters, newsletters, and other informational mail-
ings; contacts by phone or letter from faculty or alumni; and meetings of
groups of prospects close to their homes (Turner 1978).

There are numerous techniques av ailable to an institution to promote its
programs; since there is no one right way, each institution must develop its
own tactics in accordance with its position. Typically, many institutions use
several of the traditional marketing strategies to recruit high school graduates
including: college days; parents' nights; open houses; providing academic
services to high schools such as films, books, faculty appearances, and
computer programs; posters, billboards, advertisements; direct mail, public
service announcements; and personal contacts by alumni.

All techniques and approaches used in admissions marketing must be
honest and of high quality. It is better to opt for quality over quantity;
anything less than quality and honesty may be counterproductive. Too
many promotional activities hate been in poor taste and some have even
bordered on being unethical. Some of those considered blatant excesseses
include:

A college'catering to women used a brochure that "shows a girl with
long blond hair lying in a field of flowers and holding one gently in her
hand while staring wistfully into the camera's eye. 'Especially for
Women,' reads the italic caption underneath, 'because. 'women are crea-
tive, intelligent, and beautiful, resourceful and sweet and generally dif-
ferent from men' (Fiske 1980, p. 95).

A university had an advertising sign pulled by an airplane over a
summer resort (Larson 1980).

An institution sponsors a telex ision quiz show for high school students
with scholarships for prizes.

Some schools offer no-need scholarships to lure the scholastically
able students.

Some institutions run bus trips to campus or stage song Pests, magic
shows, and juggling acts in shopping centers (Fiske 1980, p. 94).

Other institutions have resorted to giving away promotional frisbees,
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sending high school seniors letters of "acceptance" even before they
ha%e applied for admission, and giving students cash rebates for each
new student they recruited for the college (Kotler 1976, p. 55).

A Boston College experiment in marketing showed that the traditional
techniques with the backing of dedicated facmilty, alumni, and students,
usually get better results than the more expensive "gimmicky" techniques
(Maguire 1977, p.17). In addition, the bizarre gimmicks may give the impres-
sion that the school is desperate for enrollments (Caren and Kemerer 1979).

More important than asking which techniques ought to be used in
promotion for recruitment. are "the questions of why., when, by whom, and
how well "(Barton and Treadwell 1978, p. 82).

Most institutions use publicity and advertising to promote their pro-
grams and institutions. Publicity and advertising can reinforce each other,
but only if there is a concerted effort to coordinate planning. Every institu-
tion can receive publicity in the press and broadcast media for many of its
programs and services. In addition, an institution might arrange special
events and activities of a social, cultural, or public nature as a basis for
publicity (Larkin 1979). For example, an institution may sponsor an art
exhibit open to the general public and then use the newspaper publicity of
the event to advertise its art program. Some colleges have reprinted actual
newspaper reviews for distribution as flyers for advertising purposes.

Advertising can be a good vehicle to inform potential students if it is
tailored to specific markets. Effective advertising stems frum a research
base of students' interests, perceptions, and decision processes they use in
choosing schools, together with the way the communications and advertis-
ing media affect that decision process (Kotler 1976).

One area of advertising, direct mail, has taken un new proportions with
the commercial availability of lists of high school seniors broken down by
ev ery conceivable factor. The result is a "blitz" of the better high school
seniors by colleges and univ ersities. One girl with extremely high Scholastic.
Aptitude Test scores received nearly 400 pieces of mail frum 150 schools,
and another girl, fifth in her class, received about four shopping bags full of
promotional material (Larson 1980). These eases are not unusual. Receiv ing
letters and brochures from 200 colleges is par for students with strung
academic records.

Although many students may be flattered b% such attention, they begin
to %%under %t hat is going un. Stephen K. Bailey, professor of education at
Harvard University and president of the National Academy of Education,
wonders whether this kind of overkill may not ha%e disastrous repercus-
sions. If you recen e a hundred fancy colored brochures, it has to make you
a little bit cynical and ask the question, 'If they have to push the product so
hard, there must be something wrong with it' (Feinberg 1981, p.

Pricing
Some indiv iduals in higher education belie% e that pricing is thr most impor-
tant decision today in a recruitment .narketing plan (Huddlestun and Batty
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1978). This is not surprising in the light of current economic conditions,
especially if predictions of escalating costs and inflation continue. All institu-
tions, including heavily endowed independent universities, are wrestling
with the issue of pricing.

For a long time institutions have backed into their tuition rates and fee
structures, figuring out how much income was necessary to keep the insti-
tution going and then prorating the cost to expected enrollment. Today,
institutions worry about the effect tuition rates will have on enrollments
(Huddleston and Batty 1978; Ihlanfeldt 1980). To arrive at a pricing policy,
Ihlanfeldt (1980) suggests a consideration of three factors: "(1) the effects of
a given pricing policy on the nature and mission of the institution, (2) the
effects of a given pricing policy on enrollment, and (3) the degree to which a
particular pricing policy may unnecessarily encourage acceleration and
therefore decrease revenue" (p. 115).

Thompson (1978) places the issue of tuition pricing into the framework
of economic theory, relating demand, tuition, and institution costs.

When talking about demand, economists make. a _useful _distinction
betwaer: movements along a demand schedule and shifts in demand
schedules resulting from changes in underlying demographic forces and
consumer tastes. The demand schedule is a function of all the attributes
of a product or service including the price. Usually, the product is held
constant and the demand schedule is drawn to show the price of the
product. . . the quantity saleable at this price. However, it is quite proper
to hold price constant and draw the demand schedule to show the
relationship between the quality of the product and the quantity saleable
at that quality. Given this distinction it is possible to put forward two
propositions about institutional cost. First, holding constant the quality of
services provided per student and the terms upon which these services
are provided (Lei admissions standards, tuition, etc.), if student demand
schedules shift outward, marginal costs will decrease as enrollment
increases. . . This proposition follows from the observation that, by
spreading variable overheads and by more fully exploiting specialization,
the division of labor, and opportunities for factor substitution, an insti-
tution can provide the same set of educational services to increasing
numbers of students at a.decreasing cost. Second, holding students'
demand schedules constant, enrollment can only be increased by reduc-
ing the cost or increasing the benefit to the student of enrolling in college.
Here, the law of diminishing returns should apply...Consequently, we
woule propose that, holding student demand schedules constant, an
institution's marginal cost increases as enrollment is increased. . . This
proposition follows f rom the observation that an institution can increase
enrollments by effecting more course titles or degree programs, better
training, more stimulating interaction in the classroom or class labora-
tory, smaller class-size, more times and locations at which courses and
degree programs are offered, or better counseling to assist the nudent in
matching his or her interests to the offerings of the institution. These
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additional services usually cost money and, other things being equal, it
can be concluded that an Institution can increase enrollment only at an
increased cost per student. (pp. F-I and F-2)

Too many institutions persist in a too rigid pricing policy, charging the
same tuition for freshmen and seniors, and the same for majors in educa-
tion, psychology, management, biology,-art, and theology, although the costs
for each are different (Fram 1971).

In the past, the cost of attending college was an important factor for
many students; now, with cutbacks in federal aid and loans, it will be an even
more critical factor. If students see the same value in attending any one of
se% oral institutions, they will more likely apply and attend the one with the
lowest price. The major implication will be in the choice of publicly sup-
ported institutions with .-elativ el.% low tuition in preference to independent
institutions with high costs.

Anotherwaystudents may approach choice of a college relative to price
may be to identif:, schools within a selected afft.rdable price range and then
choose one of the schools within that range based on quality or some other
perceived desirable attribute. "Thus, while intense brand preference exists
for certain colleges, consumers do not pay vast differences in price to
support preferred brands within certain broad categories (Mancuso 1975, p.43)
It may be advisable for an institution to promote a program for w hat it can
do for the student, not for its low cost (Coppock n.d.).

There are sev eral pricing models colleges and uni% ersities might consider:
Stratified pricing. Under a sy stem of stratified pricing, tuition is based on

a student's major, reflecting a better proportion of the institutional costs
associated with the program. A music major, for example, requiring tutor-
ials with a faculty person, would pay more than a theology major. Such
pricing would adversely affect the higher priced programs and would force
institutions to examine the worth of the programs to society relativ e to their
costs (Fram 1971).

Scaled pricing. This approach would require the student to pay higher
tuition for the fir -st course with decreased tuition for additional courses up
to v% hat v% ould be considered a normal load. The stu.!..nt v% ould be charged a
substantial surcharge for any course beyond the normal load. This kind of
policy controls acceleration by students.

Tit 0-part pricing. This strategy div ides the cost of fixed ov erhead, v% hich
is prorated among all the students, from the cost for each course. The fixed
noninstr uctional costs can also be varied for majors to r eflect differences in
overhead costs associated with particular programs.

Semester pricing. Under this plan a student v% ould pay a flat fee for each
semester regardless of the number of courses taken. The student would still
"be expected to pay for four full years of education unless credit was
allowed for ad% anted placement, for foreign or summer study, or for work
done by transfer students" (Ihlanfeldt 1980, p. 119). Under this plan students
normally could be expected to take more courses than under a per-credit
hour plan (Lucas 1980).
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Unit pricing. In this system a student pays on a per course basis regard-
less of the number of courses taken during a semester. This system favors
part-time students who would not have to pay a fixed semester rate if they
were taking only one or two courses.

Variable pricing:This system allows flexibility in the tuition depending
on whether 4 student is full-time or part-time or whether the course is given
during the day or at night, on-campus or off-campus.

In the final analysis, the students will decide whether the price is right by
either accepting or rejecting it.

To develop a price structure, Ihlanfeldt (1980) suggests that an institu-
tion ought to consider the following:

1. Is the tuition sufficient to maintain or improve, the quality of
offerings?
2. Is the tuition reasonable enough to preserve or increase the present
market?
3. Are tuition costs equitable for all students so that one group is not
subsidizing substantially other groups of students?
4. is the price charged maximizing income from price supports available
through gove'rnment student aid without reducing the size of the poten-
tial market?" (p. 101).

Ihlanfeldt (1980) summarizes Marquand's objectives in a pricing system.

I. Course programming should be maximal:, f !exible.
2. There should be no price disincentives to discourage students from
taking additional courses to enhance their education.
3. Financial pressure on students to graduate earlier than they wish
should be minimal.
4. There should be an effort to minimize the financial distribution
between scholarship and nonscholarship students. ..
5. Subsidization by nonaccelerating students of those students who
have chosen to accelerate should be minimal. ..
6. Management should seek simplicity, ease, and low cost of administra-
tion to save overhead costs for educational purposes.
7. All students who are registered should have equal access to all facilities
at all times.
8. There should be a sense of stability and predictability in tuition income
to facilitate budgetary planning.
9. A policy should exist that avoids placing either the institution or the
student in a position of having to decide educational or pedagogical issues
solely, or even primarily, on the basis of pricing questions. (pp. 116 -17,)

Financial Aid
Financial aid for students is fast becoming a serious problem for most
institutions of higher education. Rising tuition costs and cutbacks in federel
loans are making it impossible for growing numbers of students to afford
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the cost of a college education. The greater Ole economic crunch the greater
the need for institutions to inform prospective students about all the costs
involved as well as available financial aid.'

Financial aid information contained in promotional materials should be
tested v.ith students before publication. Tile information should be based on
five criteria: Is it factual in ever) detail? Mites ;t describe the proper sequence
a student must follow to obtain aid? Is, it identified with a specific time
period? Is it complete and accurate? Are the facts arranged according to
their importance and significance? (College Entrance Examin lion Board
1976 p. 15). I

There are four main ways to package financial aid are:

1. Self-help percentage where a percentage of need is met by a student
and the rest by a gift aid.
2. Self-help fixed where the student gets a fixed amount through a loan
and/or job aid.
3. Self-help variance where the amount of aid is determined by a student's
attributes, such as ability, record, and major.
4. Self-help restrictive where freshmen are excluded from such aid
(Huddieston and Batty 1978, p. 46).

co 0
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Market Audit

Any serious efforts at marketing in higher education call for a marketing
auditan evaluation process that looks at both the total marketing plan and
each component Iv ithin it. The el, aluation ought to include such elements as
faculty and curriculum, the recruitment through enrollment process,
foilovv -up studies of alumni, effectiveness of specific marketing strategies
and techniques used and ethical implications (Lucas 1979; 1980).

Eckert (1979) makes a telling observation regarding marketing audits in
the following statement:

Paradoxically, while the college evaluates the success of a marketing
process, the college has already been evaLated by that process. Obviously,
whether an enrollment increase etas achieved is the first consideration in
the evaluation of marketing. But equally important is the value of change
and improvement which was achieved by the college in its search to
provide meaningful educational opportunities to its public. To evaluate
only in terms of enrollment would be irresponsible to the students
attracted by the process (p. 7).

Keeping accurate records of el, ery aspect of marketing together Iv it h the
results of marketing audits Iv ill giv e as institution a better idea of its market
position so that it can act more than react to needed changes. Disseminating
such information as widely as is feasible 1% ithin an institution %kill serve to
inform LA, ery one of the marketing effort, del, clop a better under standing of
the resources and acts v ities in the institution, envelop the staff, faculty, and
students in the marketi..g process, and help coordinate the efforts of the
institution (Turner 1978).
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Conclusions and Recommendations

Higher education seems to face an uncertain future, at least for the
remainder of this century. A declining college-age population, higher costs,
Inflation. and a diminution in the perception of the worth of a college degree
are proving troublesome for colleges and universities. Many colleges are
becoming more inclusive, more expansive, and are cooperating more with
other colleges; they are serving broader markets, going beyond the campus
to reach new markets, and forming consortia in dealing with student
markets. All institutions should reexamine their programs and courses, the
current markets they serve, new potential markets, promotional practices,
and costs. They need to engage in systematic research, looking at them-
selves both academically and administratively.

Organizationally, everyone at a college or university, from the president
down to students, should be involved in marketing. One individual, report-
ing directly to tile president, should be responsible for coordinating all
marketing efforts, including admissions and recruiting staffs. The institu-
tion should have a single institutional strategy based on its mission, goals,
image, and position. Any subunits such as schools, divisions, departments, or
progranis must fit into the overall institutional thrust. In any event, an
effective student-oriented institution involves a deep and thorough under-
standing and implementation of human organization as well as leadership
(Levitt 1975).

Marketing involves risks and thei e are no simple "cookie cutter" answers
(Barton and Treadwell 1978, p. 83). Going from seller's market to a buyer's
market demands that colleges and universities use marketing in a more
businesslike management fashion. It means that they must look at improv-
ing faculty do elopmen: and productiv ity, , at more economical use of phy si-
cal facilities, and at more efficient administrative structures, including the
number of divisions and departments.

To increase the budget for marketing is not enough, it is vital for institu-
tions to work institutional costs, tuition rates, and total budgets as
interacting factors.

The best marketing is based on the knowledge of one's clients to the point
that the institution's programs or services sell themselves (Drucker 1974).
Institutions should know as much as they can about the students currently
attending their institutions because they are the best predictors of future
enrollees in the same market segment (Goodnow 1980). It is sound market-
ing to offer what students say they need if it fits into the institution's mission.
Communicating the worth, the benefits of attending the institution, is the
real "selling" point in higher education (Engledow and Anderson 1978; Lord
1975, Campbell 1977). Communicating information about existing pro-
grams and sere ices leads to accessibility (DeCosmo and Baratta 1979).

Information about an institution attracts some students and turns others
away. Turning away students who do not fit the institution is ultimately a
good tactic, to some extent it eliminates later d:opouts. Institutions that
chase after prospects whose needs and interests lie elsewhere are only
wasting v al uable resources and may even be damaging the quality or the
image of their institution.
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Institutional research often neglects to follow up on the reasons why
prospects who inquired about the institution did not apply for admission.
Findings from this kind of research can help an institution refocus its
market orientation, its promotional activities, and its programs.

The unresolved question in marketing of higher education centers
around the impact and influence of competition upon the quality of educa-
tion. In economics a free market spurs innovation, but higher education
must decide whether a free market should be allowed to work its course.
Competition may improve the quality of programs, but it may also encour-
age needless waste (McAdams 1975). When every institution expends large
amounts of limited resources chasing after the same market pool the inevi-
table result may be survival of the biggest, and not necessarily the best,
institutions.

It may be more accurate to say that colleges and universities are failing
those who are not sere ed rather than those they are serving (Johnson 1978).
Still, institutions ought to proceed cautiously in developing new programs.
Marketing involves risk taking (Campbe11.1977), and some institutions can-
not afford too many fruitless risks. Before v enturing into new programs an
institution should estimate the demand for the new programs and cost them
out before proceeding with their implementation (Lee and Gilmour 1977).

One of the obligations inherent in an institution of higher education is to
encourage and develop a learning society. It is not enough for higher educa-
tion to sere e up a smorgasbord of programs, no matter how successful such
an approach may be economically or ev en academically. Surely, sure iv al at
any price is untenable, sun iv al through unethical means is an abomination.

Even though many institutions do not pay as much attention to commun-
ity outreach as they should, doing so is a necessity not a luxury. They must
be just as concerned with preparing students for careers as meeting stu-
dents' noncareer needs and interests (Lucas 1980). Determining employer
needs is one realistic way of supplementing enrollments.

In the process of helping to build a learning society, higher education
must discover and develop links with the community, particularly with its
adult population (East and McKelvey 1980). By 1985, "five percent of th,.
adult population 22 y cars of age or older could be attracted to undergrad-
uate courses for college credit" (Cross 1981, p. 18). Even if these 7.75 million
adults studied enrolled in only one course per semester, thCy would add up
to the equivalent of 1.5 million full-time students. Most adults going to
college already have full schejules of activities, such as full -tim" jobs and
family responsibilities, at best they can pursue a college degree on a part-
time basis, perhaps one or two courses each semester.

Part of the outreach to the community must include a market that has a
high potential for higher education in the next decadesblacks and Hispan-
ics. Now is the time for colleges and universities to develop those markets
the same way they cultivated the women's market during the 1970s.

Colleges and universities might do well to review their practices regard-
ing transfer students from community and junior colleges. In the past
several years the number of students attending two -year institutions of
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higher education for economic reasons has increased; by paying relatively
lower tuition rates at such institutions they can afford to transfer for their
last two years of college to a more prestigious, more expensive institution.

There are several steps an institution desiring to cultivate this transfer
student market can take. Wolf (1973) suggests five provisions:

A guaranteed admissions policy for students above some prescribed
criteria

A counselor or director, with support staff, specializing in the prob-
lems of transfer students

Visits by appropriate staff people to community and junior colleges
Specially tailored, on-campus information programs for community

and junior college counselors
a Information to feeder institutions regarding the performance of indi-
vidual students, to be provided upon their graduation (p.4).

The communications emanating from an institution to prospective stu-
dents play an important role in forging the institution's image as well as in
attracting students to enroll. That is why there is need for close cooperation
among academic units, the public relations office, and the admissions/
recruitment staffs on everything that it, sent out from the institution.,
Furthermore, these communications should be in concert with the institu-
tion's image and its missio ;/goal statements.

The packaging of promotional materials in a highly competitive field
calls for suggestions from current students as to style, format, photographs,
and wording of the text. Prospective students are more favorably disposed
to copy that is organized, honest, sincere, and personalized and showing
happy, active students.

The timing and frequency of communications with prospects also influ-
ence students in choosing a college. Being first to reach a prospect is not as
important as reaching the prospect at the right time. The best time in terms
of translating applications to enrollments seems to be the latter part of
spring of the junior year in high school. ,

Reaching out to prospects through high school teachers and counselors,
college alumni, and college recruiters may have some limited usefulness,
but more effective ways seem to include bringing prospective students to
the college campus accompanied by their parents for a structured v isit with
several representative faculty members.

Among the first contacts prospects have with the institution arc the
secretaries and staff members who answer telephone inquiries and letters,
greet visitors, and interact with the public; the interest, care, and concern
they show, or fail to show, the inquirer may determine whether the prospect
applies for admission. An attitude or a tone of voice that implies the staff
men:1)er is domg the inquirer a favor is certain to dampen interest in that
institution. It is of utmost importance that these staff members be given
specific training in how to be courteous and helpful to inquirers and to
students who apply for admission.
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The tighter the competition among institutions for enrollments, the
greater the temptation to resort to tactics that arc less than honorable and
sometimes border un outright iolations of honest. The m ert example., of
quc tionable marketing practices occur in ad% ertising college programs.
Some institutions arc capitalizing upon human weakness, desires, and emo-
tions ing that attending a particular institution may "assist in the
fruition of sexual fantasies. The co% er of une school's information bt ochure
w as emblazoned w ith a coed striding away from th,! camera. One half of the
young %%as clad in tight blue jeans, the other in a polka dot bikini"
(McAdams 1975, p. 235).

Another outcome from the marketing crunch is the lowering of admis-
sions standards and the offering of courses and programs of questionable
academic value (Lubin 1980; McAdams 1975).

In addition, there is a danger that the scramble for bodies "may put
students on the auction block, with recruiters bidding bucks for brains as
they have done in the past for brawn" (Larson 1980. p. 40).

Basically, there is no inherent conflict bet . een an institution marketing
its products and ser% ices and, at the same time, maintaining its pi ofessional
standards and ethical beha% iur (O'Brien 1973). The integrity of highci edu-
cation and fair practice du not hake to be compromised if sound marketing
principles and practices arc followed. Institutions should follow codes of
conduct in their recruitment. Wolf (1973) has suggested that such codes
might include %% hat is and w hat is not allowable concerning. "pirating"
students away from other institutions, con% eN ing exaggel awns (puffery)
about the quality of particular programs or life styles un the campus, the

if am, regarding different admissions standards for certain groups ut
types of students, and publicity about an substantial ad% anced payment
requirements fu students who accept an admissions imitation (p. 4).

E%er.% college and uric ersit,, can profit from a marketing progt am that is
understood in its broad implications as presented earlier, but small colleges,
particularl% pri% ate ones, ma gain more from marketing than kit ge colleges
and um% ersities because these smaller institutions ha% c mut c flexible

can react quickI% to changes, and can communicate programs and
purposes clearly (Engledow and Anderson 1978).
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